
College freshman freshmen do not know much about college life and
study. There are two ways to help freshman get into college life quickly.
Choose a method which you feel is better and explain why.

1. The school holds a week of experience or orientation program, which
can be felt in advance

2. Exchange experience and get information from senior schoolmates of
this major

It is absolutely undeniable that college has a significant role on in
children's life. That has been questioned, whether an orientation
program is beneficial for freshman or getting information from seniors
which has always been a much debated argument. Despite the
arguments asserting that offering a week orientation plan is more useful
for pupils, I believe otherwise on the grounds that exchanging
experience from seniors will be more practical in terms of saving time
and meeting new people.

First and more obvious, the crux of the matter lies in fact that, preparing
orientation is time-consuming. In simple terms, students who are
freshman freshmen do not have a lot of time and by holding a week
experience they waste plenty of time. The best example, a person who
is a freshman in abroad should spend a lot of time for being familiar with
the town and knows knowing public transportation which reaches to the
college. Therefore, it goes without saying that offering an orientation
program wastes plenty of pupils' time whereby thereby preventing them
from undertaking essential tasks. 

Another merit of this argument is best reflected in the fact that getting
data from seniors is conducive to meeting new people. To put it into
apposite words, fundamentally by exchanging experience from other
people, freshman can making make new friends which will be more
practical for their social life. As anin the example which
abovementioned, that person needs to get in touch with new people
from that town which culminates in feeling homesick rarely. Hence, as is
clear, asking new data and gaining diverse experiences from seniors
are more productive for freshmanfreshmen, thereby finding novel
friends.

To cut a long story short, although some people believe that holding an
orientation has more benefits for pupils, I strongly believe that this mind-
set is nothing but a tunnel-vision that ignores the importance of wasting
students' time and prevents students of from getting in touch with new



people whowhich are notable notably inseparable parts of each
person's life.


